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About This Content

Conclave is the latest major expansion for Crusader Kings II, and its release is accompanied by a new Content Pack to bring the
majesty and diversity of the Middle Ages to life on your computer.

Conclave will give your vassals some bite, as the council that governs your realm will now demand some say in how you rule.
Keep your council happy, and the mighty vassals will resist the pull of faction and civil war. Dismiss their interests, though, and
you may find yourself trying to hold together a council at war with itself. There are also major changes to childhood education,

laws, and marriage alliances.

The Conclave Content Pack pack includes:

Corners of the Earth Building Pack: Pyramids of Giza, Petra, Hadrian’s Wall, Charlemagne’s Palace, Visby Ringmur,
and the Agra Fort appear on the map

Finno-Ugric Portrait Pack: New faces for this northern nation

Indian Boats Unit Pack and Arabic Boats Unit Pack

Mongol/Steppe Male and Female Councilor Model Pack and
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Western/Christian Female Councilor Model Pack

New Event Pictures and one new loading screen: because we love our artists
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content pack - crusader kings ii conclave

Wow,so hard.but i like it.. This game was one of the most suprising games I have run across this year. What is done so far is
amazing! I'm not really going to go into detail because it's still early access and much of the game can be changed. I assume the
demo will give you a feel for the game and you can decided for yourself if you would like to support the dev or not. I wanted to
just give a few idea's to the dev that I had. I understand a lot of ideas might not be feasible, and some of these ideas might
already be in the works, but it can't hurt to share. Being an animal lover myself, I thought it might be cool to have more than just
dogs in this post apocalyptic adventure. It would be cool to see lizards, cats, rats, etc. Something to make the world more lively.
More Meele weapons could also be exciting, as well as a more in-depth combo sytem (Streets Of Rage style). I'll be coming
back at a later date to edit this into an actual review. But For now I highly recommend this game to any one who enjoyed Shank,
Mark Of The Ninja, or any 2d side scrolling beat em-up type of game. Thank you so much for reading, and if anyone has any
comments let me know down below.. lot of text.
+ you can interact with people as well objects.
+ lot of endings.
+ the graphics isnt that bad.

- too short..
- no extra levels.
- no voice acting.

my advise is: if you want it.
buy it in a sale!. Personally this game is a blast.

Pros:
*great characters that handle and play diffrently
*stages are colorful
*not complex of a fighting system
*controller support
*local multiplayer
*8 player battles

Cons:
*bits of lag
*not all characters are recognizable
*voice acting for some characters need improvement
*no online (yet)

Overall i enjoy this game, it may not be for all and it is still a work in progress but i feel like this is a game you should pick up..
Conceptually a great game, in practice the performance shoots itself in the foot. This game is definitely suffering from a CPU
bottleneck. I have an i5 2500k and GTX 1070Ti. This is the only VR title i remotely have any performance issues with. That
being said, I don't care how bad the game looks if I can get it to perform well. But no matter what settings I use, 4 player split
screen is crawling at 15fps. Not even the AI count has an effect. This causes vr players to feel motion sick. The moment it gets
to 2 players, it caps at 30fps and the performance is fine. This game is way more demanding than it should be, and I only say
this because I'm a unity developer myself and I've witnessed 4 player vr splitscreen done right. The fact that performance is only
an issue with high player count leads me to believe the cpu rendering (maybe drawcall count) is not as optimized as it could be.
Without these performance issues this game would be great, but unfortunately you need an overkill cpu to run this game. Until
then, I can't recommend this game to the average user.
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Easy or Moderate Puzzles, fun to play afterall. gg too ♥♥♥♥ing hard. Good concept.
Controls are hard.
Needs more balancing.
Needs more content.. Personally I feel there is more to life than Pugs but not the developers who keep dishing out the same Pug
again and again. I assume they have a brain but when I see Pug after Pug I have to really question if they do... Good for me
though as I now know to avoid any and everything from this developer... Choice is a wonderful thing!. A good expansion if you
want some new caracters, followers and enemies. Will say it is a better buy than Dungeon, but not as good as The Reaper.
Recomended to people wanting a little diferent experiense, without to many diferenses from the main game. The main diferense
is the battle with the Ice Queen at the crown of comand, with forces you to grind more than in the main game. Can make the
game crash if you play online, so you may want to wait til it works properly before you buy it. all in all a good buy (especially if
you get it on sale)
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